ATHLETE is a large six-legged tele-operated robot. Each foot is a wheel; travel can be achieved by walking, rolling, or some combination of the two. Operators control ATHLETE by selecting parameterized commands from a command dictionary. While rolling can be done efficiently, any motion involving steps is cumbersome -each step can require multiple commands and take many minutes to complete. In this paper, we consider four different algorithms that generate a sequence of commands to take a step. We consider a baseline heuristic, a randomized motion planning algorithm, and two variants of A* search. Results for a variety of terrains are presented, and we discuss the quantitative and qualitative tradeoffs between the approaches.
Introduction
ATHLETE (All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer) is a large six-legged robot developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (see Figure 1 ). ATHLETE is a flexible platform designed to serve multiple roles during manned and unmanned missions to the moon, including transportation, construction and exploration. It is intended to be remotely operated from earth or by astronauts on the moon.
ATHLETE has six legs attached to a hexagonal chassis and is omni-directional. Each of ATHLETE's six legs has hip, knee, and ankle joints (each with 2 degrees of freedom), resulting in 36 degrees of kinematic freedom. At the end of each leg is a multi-purpose wheel. The wheel can be locked to serve as a foot or unlocked to roll; it can also be used to operate tools using a mechanical adaptor.
In the three years since prototype ATHLETE (1/2 scale) robots became operational, a wide array of capabilities have been demonstrated ( [1] , [4] ). ATHLETE can roll on smooth terrain, combine walking with rolling to traverse uneven terrain and even climb ledges. It can manipulate tools, rappel down a steep slope, and coordinate with other robots. Operators use laptops to send parameterized commands to ATHLETE. Rolling can be commanded efficiently; a single command can direct the robot to travel long distances. However, any motion involving steps is cumbersome -a single step can require multiple commands and take many minutes to complete, with much of the time spent deciding how to proceed. For example, here is a sequence of commands that might be used to take a simple step over a rock:
• Raise foot 50 cm.
• Rotate hip joint 60 degrees.
• Rotate hip joint 10 degrees.
• Lower foot 50 cm.
• Lower foot 5 cm. Notice that to produce this plan the operator must:
• Figure out a feasible sequence of commands. This can requires trial and error; even in relatively benign terrain, it is common for the robot to refuse operator commands due to physical constraints or safety limits it is forced to obey.
• Guess appropriate magnitudes for those moves. In the above example, it would have been faster to use a single Rotate of 70 degrees (and a single Lower of 35 cm), but this is only apparent in hindsight. We are involved in work to make ATHLETE operation faster and more efficient by automatically suggesting sequences of commands to an operator; first to achieve individual steps, and subsequently to achieve multi-step walking. The specific goal of this paper is to evaluate four diffent algorithms for generating a single-step sequence of commands.
Three of our four algorithms search configuration space ("C-Space"). Each dimension in configuration space represents the range of angles for one of ATHLETE's joints. A path through configuration space represents a sequence of moves (changes in joint angles) the robot can make to get from one configuration to another.
Our first algorithm only tries the straight line between the start and end configurations, our second is a standard randomized motion planning algorithm, and our third is an A* search through a discretization of configuration space.
Our fourth and final approach is A* search in task space, the three-dimensional Euclidean space in which the robot operates. Notice that in the example command sequence, the Rotate command moves the robot in configuration space, while the Raise/Lower commands are done in task space.
In Section 2, we explain the four algorithms used. Section 3 describes our experiments, while Sections 4 and 5 present results. Section 6 discusses related work, Section 7 suggests future directions, and we conclude in Section 8.
Algorithms

Preliminaries
The goal for each of our algorithms is to produce a sequence of commands to move an ATHLETE foot from one location to another. We assume that the position and orientation of the chassis remain fixed, and therefore that we can ignore the configuration of the other five legs. 1 This simplification means we are only concerned with the sixdimensional configuration space representing the joint angles shown in Figure 2 .
We can represent the location of the foot as either:
• A six-tuple in configuration space, c i , or • A three-tuple in task space, xyz i . In addition, we have functions, TO-TSPACE(c i , leg j ) and TO-CSPACE(xyz i , leg j ), that convert between the two spaces via the forward or inverse kinematics of the leg. Note that, while one location for the foot in task space, xyz i , could correspond to many different configurations, our implementation of TO-CSPACE(xyz i , leg j ) is one-toone and always computes the same c i for a given xyz i .
Finally, we have a function COLLISION-FREE(c i , c i+1 ) that determines whether the straight line in configuration space between c i and c i+1 is free of collisions; the leg must not collide with itself, other parts of the robot, or the terrain.
As problem input, we assume:
1. Although it might be necessary in tight space to adjust other legs or the chassis in order to reach a goal, we consider such motions part of multi-step walking and do not include them here. • Terrain data. For our experiments, it is auto-generated; in reality, it is acquired with ATHLETE's 15 on-board cameras.
• The leg, leg i , to move.
• Current position. This includes the location and orientation of the chassis, and all six joint-angles for each leg. We assume that this represents a valid and stable position on the terrain, and that ATHLETE will remain stable when leg i is lifted.
• A goal position in task space, xyz goal , for leg i . Given this data, we compute start and goal configurations, c start and c goal . We get c start by lifting leg i 10 cm above its current position, and c goal is a configuration 10 cm above xyz goal . We include these 10 cm buffers because a weightbearing leg must be raised by about this much before it is truly free of the ground, due to the way the chassis will sag and the tire will expand as the leg is lifted.
The goal for each algorithm is to produce a path (c start , ..., c goal ) through configuration space such that each edge (c i , c i+1 ) is collision free. Ultimately, the solution path is converted to a sequence of low-level commands, which move leg i to c goal . In the next four subsections, we outline our different approaches to generate the path.
Straight line approach
Our baseline algorithm, SM P L, 
SBL
Our second approach is a Single-query Bi-directional planner with Lazy collision checking (SBL), and is outlined in Algorithm 1.
2. We use the abbreviation SM P L as shorthand for "Simple". Execute EXPAND-TREE 5: τ ← CONNECT-TREES 6: if τ is not empty then 7: Return success 8: end if 9: end while 10: Return failure SBL is a sampling-based motion planning technique. The search for feasible paths is conducted by sampling configurations between the start and goal, and verifying if (a) they are feasible, and (b) they can be connected without collisions.
The algorithm proceeds by growing two C-Space trees T 1 and T 2 rooted at c start and c goal toward each other. On every iteration one of the trees is selected at random with probability 0.5, and a new milestone m new is added to it (EXPAND-TREE step). The planner then checks if a connection can be established between the trees (CONNECT-TREES step), and if so it generates a candidate path τ from c start to c goal . This path includes a segment called a bridge, connecting m new to m, the nearest milestone in the opposite tree. If τ is found to be collision-free, success is returned. Otherwise iterations continue until time-out, at which point failure is returned. This means that either no path exists, or SBL was unable to find one.
The EXPAND-TREE step proceeds as follows: from the selected tree T, an existing milestone is selected at random with probability π(m), which is inversely proportional to the density of milestones of T near m. Then, a collisionfree configuration is randomly selected within an adaptivelychosen distance of m, and is added to T as the new milestone m new . This selection strategy distributes the exploration around areas reachable from the root configurations, and at the same time prevents over-sampling. It should be noted that only m new is checked for collisions at this stage, not the segment connecting it to m. Segment checks are postponed until they are absolutely necessary in the CONNECT-TREES step. This lazy approach has the effect of reducing the total number of expensive collision checks.
The CONNECT-TREES step of SBL is executed when the distance between m new and m is smaller than or equal to the distance threshold. At this point the candidate path τ is checked for collisions to a resolution ε by a TEST-PATH routine, and τ is returned as the motion plan if it is collisionfree; otherwise, iterations continue.
For further details on SBL the reader is referred to the original paper by Sanchez and Latombe [2] .
A* Search in Configuration Space
Our third approach, CF G uses A* search [5] through the six-dimensional configuration space for leg i . We discretize each dimension into increments of r radians, and search over the resulting grid.
Algorithm 2 function ASTAR(start, goal)
1: start.g = 0 2: start.h = DISTANCE(start, goal) 3: start.parent = NULL 4: queue.ADD(start) 5: while n = GET-BEST-NODE(queue) and n not NULL and not timed out do 6: if n is goal then
Return success 8:
end if
succs = GET-SUCCESSORS(n) 10: if n near goal then 11: succs.ADD(goal)
12:
for all s in succs do 14:
s.g = n.g + DISTANCE(n, s)
15:
s.h = DISTANCE(s, goal)
16:
queue.ADD(s)
18:
end for 19: end while 20: Return failure Algorithm 2 outlines our approach. 3 A queue of nodes is initialized with a node representing the start configuration. Each node n in queue stores:
• n.g,the distance travelled to get there, • n.h, an optimistic estimate of the distance to the goal, and • n.parent, the node from which n was generated. At each step, the function GET-BEST-NODE returns the node n in queue for which n.g + n.h is lowest. 4 Then, n is expanded; GET-SUCCESSORS returns the twelve grid nodes (obtained by moving left or right along each of the six dimensions) adjacent to n, which are then added to queue with appropriate g and h values. 5 3. We used a slightly modified version of the C++ implementation written by Justin Heyes-Jones: http://www.geocities.com/jheyesjones/astar.html 4. This order in which nodes are explored distinguishes A* search from other graph-search algorithms, and ensures that the resulting solution will be optimal.
5. In traditional A* search, GET-SUCCESSORS will only return a successor s if COLLISION-FREE(n, s) passes. However, we have implemented a lazy version of A* described further in Section 2.6.
When success is returned, the solution can easily be extracted because each node stores its parent.
A* Search in Task Space
Finally, our fourth approach, T SK, uses A* search but over a discretized grid in three-dimensional task space. Each point xyz i represents a position of the foot (which then has a corresponding point, TO-CSPACE(xyz i ), in configuration space). Algorithm 2 is still used but GET-SUCCESSORS(n) returns the six grid nodes in task space adjacent to n, and DISTANCE(n i , n j ) computes three-dimensional Euclidean distance rather than distance in configuration space. The function COLLISION-FREE still checks the line between each pair of nodes in configuration space since the final commands to the robot will be configuration space moves.
Task space search is probably the most intuitive approach, as one can picture the wheel moving through the threedimensional grid. In addition, the smaller branching factor (6 instead of 12) means the search space is exponentially smaller than that of CF G, which allows a much finer granularity to be used for the grid. 6 The smaller search space is also a potential disadvantage to this approach. Recall that function TO-CSPACE(xyz i , leg j ) is one-to-one, even though xyz i could map to multiple configurations. Recall also that to check an edge (xyz i , xyz j ) in task space, we still check for collisions in configuration space, using COLLISION-FREE( TO-CSPACE(xyz i ),TO-CSPACE(xyz j )). This test might fail even if there exist other valid configurations for xyz i and xyz j for which the edge is collision-free. Therefore, there is the risk that this approach, even with very fine resolution, will fail to find solutions that do exist. In effect, we're searching only a portion of the configuration space searched by our other approaches.
Optimization 1: Lazy A* Search
For our domain, the computationally expensive piece of each A* implementation is the COLLISION-FREE function. This is different than typical A* domains, where the computation of g and/or h are most expensive. Therefore, we have implemented a lazy version of Algorithm 2 that changes two aspects of typical A* search: 1) In typical A*, GET-SUCCESSORS only returns a neighbor s if COLLISION-FREE(n, s) succeeds. Our lazy A* returns all neighbors, and therefore avoids calling COLLISION-FREE when a node is added. 2) As a result unreachable nodes are included in queue.
Therefore, GET-BEST-NODE(queue), instead of simply returning the top node n in queue, must call 6 . For example, doubling the granularity increases the search space size by a factor of 8 for task space, but by a factor of 64 for configuration space.
COLLISION-FREE(n.parent, n); if this succeeds n can be returned; if it fails, n is discarded, the next node in queue is considered, and so on. This approach means there will be nodes n in queue that cannot be expanded because the path from n's parent has collisions. However, the same point in space with a different parent might expand successfully. Therefore, unlike traditional A*, we may need to add a single point in space to queue multiple times; we can only avoid adding a point if the same point has been both added and successfully expanded.
As a result, it is not at all obvious that this lazy approach is a good idea. On the one hand, we avoid checking edges to nodes that never end up getting expanded. On the other hand, each point in space could have multiple copies in queue, making the maintenance (especially sorting) of queue more difficult. In the worst case, where A* expands all nodes in queue before finding a solution, this overhead certainly makes the lazy approach more expensive.
For the experiments we describe in Section 3, the lazy version of A* is an improvement. In configuration space, between 1.3 and 9.7 (depending on the terrain) times more nodes are added on average, while search times are reduced by 43 to 82 percent on average. Similarly, in task space, between 1.2 and 4.8 times more nodes are added, while search times are reduce by 25 to 70 percent. Nonetheless, lazy A* is not always better; for 4 of the 958 instances considered, the lazy A* version of CF G times out (and therefore fails) even though the standard implementation succeeds.
Optimization 2: Path Smoothing
Because SBL is a random algorithm, and returns the first valid path found, the result can be a very inefficient and oddlooking step. For results to be acceptable to human operators a post-processing algorithm to smooth the resulting path was developed. We follow a smoothing approach similar to the one proposed in [6] . Our algorithm does the following: 1) Expand path into a graph by joining every pair (c i , c j ) of vertices for which COLLISION-FREE (c i , c j ) succeeds. 2) Run Dijktstra search on this graph to find the shortest path from c start to c goal . This has the effect of cutting off unnecessary corners in the original path. 3) Add vertices to path by bisecting each edge. 4) Repeat steps 1 through 3 until the improvement made in a given iteration is less than 10%. We use smoothing to improve the paths returned by our A* algorithms as well; although they return optimal paths along the discretized grids, there are usually shorter paths that cut corners and pass diagonally through the grid. The smoothing algorithm in configuration space is outlined in Figure 3 . 
Experimental Setup
To compare algorithms, we generated four different types of terrain. For each, we hand-picked a set, L, of representative points on the left side of the leg, and a similar set, R, on the right. We then consider each possible pair, (l i ∈ L, r j ∈ R), and try stepping both from l i to r j and vice versa, resulting in |L| · |R| · 2 problem instances for each terrain. The four terrains, three of which are shown in Figure 4 , are: Figure 4 . The Bump, Step, and W ell terrains used in our experiments.
• F lat: Completely flat terrain (|L| = |R| = 11). This serves as a baseline.
• Bump: Terrain with a 40 cm bump between L and R (|L| = |R| = 14). This is probably the most realistic terrain; stepping with ATHLETE is most likely to be done over rocks in the lunar landscape.
• Step: Terrain with a 50 cm ledge; L is at the top of the ledge, and R is at the base (|L| = 15, |R| = 6).
• W ell: Terrain with two wheel-sized wells surrounded by raised terrain, where L is in one well and R the other (|L| = 8, |R| = 9). This terrain was our attempt to generate a difficult example that was quite different than the other terrains.
This results in a total of 958 problem instances. We configure our algorithms as follows:
• Search fails if a solution is not found within 5 minutes.
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• We run each A* approach with two granularities.
CF G(1.0) and CF G(0.33) use 1 radian and 0.333 radians, 8 respectively, while T SK(0.2) and T SK(0.1) use 0.20 m and 0.10 m, respectively. Roughly speaking, the coarser granularity was intended to make the search time comparable to SBL while the finer granularity allows better answers to be found, but more slowly.
• We attempt to reach the goal node from a search node in A* (see line 11 in Algorithm 2) if the distance to the goal is less than 2 radians in configuration space, and 40 cm in task space.
• Since each run of SBL produces a different result, we average the SBL results over 10 runs for each problem instance. 7. This seems like a long time to wait for a solution to a single step; that it has been acceptable in practice points out how time-consuming the stepping process currently is.
Experimental Results
8. Note that the high dimensionality of configuration space forces us to use very coarse granularities in this space; 1 radian is almost 60 degrees. Figure 6 shows average runtimes while Figure 7 shows standard deviations. Running times are small on average, with SM P L obviously the fastest, and the finer granularity searches taking generally the longest. One notable exception is the case of the W ell, where CF G(1.0) is the slowest algorithm. This is almost certainly caused by an increase in the number of collision checks required to find a sequence of large C-Space swings that can maneuver within the constrained space of the well. As evidenced by Figure 7 , CF G clearly suffers from the higher dimensionality of the search space which causes a higher variance in runtimes; it is the only algorithm with any instances that exceed five seconds. For example for the Bump instances, T SK(0.1) averages 1.17 seconds per instance, but never takes longer than 3.5 seconds. On the other hand, CF G(0.33) averages 4.07 seconds per instance, but 7 of the 450 instances take longer than 30 seconds. For the W ell, the same curious behavior is seen to influence CF G(1.0) for the reasons mentioned above. Figure 8 shows the length of the resulting configuration space paths, before and after smoothing.
9 Surprisingly, although CF G(0.33) is best, and T SK is worst, before smoothing, those results are almost completely negated by smoothing, with SBL doing best for three of the four terrains. Smoothing also helps T SK become competitive on this metric, although it still does poorly on the Bump terrain. Figure 8 . Configuration space distances. Figure 9 shows the average distances in task space for each approach. Here, T SK(0.1) is the clear winner, outperforming all other algorithms on all data sets, before and after smoothing. Finally, Figure 10 shows the maximum values for each terrain, confirming that SBL and CF G(1.0) occasionally produced very long paths, even after smoothing. 
Operator Preferences
Originally, SBL without smoothing was demonstrated to ATHLETE operators. It was immediately clear that the results were unacceptable; as suggested by Figure 10 . Large moves would be made to traverse small distances and steps would look awkward and unnatural. Smoothing was quickly implemented, resulting in an algorithm that operators accept.
However, a certain amount of hesitance exists when using SBL. One reason is that it still produces large, awkward steps occasionally. An equally important reason is the lack of predictability in the randomized approach. ATHLETE is large, weighs almost a ton, and is very expensive; safety of the robot and those around it is the primary concern, especially when it is operated in a remote location. For good reason, operators are more comfortable with positions and movements they have seen before. If there are two equally-efficient path to get from a to b, operators would like software that returns the same path each time using a straightforward algorithm; this allows them to become familiar and comfortable with the software and the decisions it makes.
These concerns motivated our research. CF G was developed first, and demonstrated to ATHLETE operators, using the finer granularity (0.33). This approach was well-received, although operators have not yet had enough experience with it to determine if the occasional long running time is of concern. In simulation, the coarse granularity CF G was found to produce larger swings than desirable when stepping over some medium-sized obstacles. This prompted the use of the finer-granularity version on the robot, since no postplanning smoothing had been applied to CF G at the time.
Given the results of this work, we suspect that T SK(0.1) will utimately be the approach chosen. It was able to solve all instances and ran quickly. Most importantly, it produced the shortest paths in task space. We suspect this is the most important metric for gauging human preferences; because the goal is to get a foot from a to b, we believe that a path that minimizes the movement of that foot will be preferred by operators.
Related Work
The A* algorithm has seen widespread use in the field of robotics, and is explained in detail in a number of publications, e.g. [5] . Several variants and derivatives have been developed, and an excellent overview of these is provided in [7] .
For problems with high-dimensional configuration space sampling-based techniques have become increasingly popular. The techniques can be roughly divided in two groups: single-query and multiple-query algorithms. Again, a number of these techniques exist, with [8] , [9] providing good summaries and tips regarding applicability to specific problems.
Practical comparisons of planning techniques are rare. Of special interest is [10] , which compares A* with RRTConnect as applied to the problem of motion planning for reconfigurable robots. RRT-Connect is a bi-directional technique like SBL, and their findings indicate a similar advantage in processing speed of RRT over A*. The quality of the RRT solutions, while poor, are also improved via smoothing.
Finally, for a very complete and accessible open-source library of motion planning algorithms we refer the reader to the OOPSMP project at Rice University [11] .
Future Work
The most important next step is to allow ATHLETE operators to experiment with the different approaches, especially T SK, and determine the benefits and drawbacks to each, from their perspective.
In addition, all four of our approaches are simple, and there are ways that they could be tuned to produce better results. For example, if A* search perfoms line 11 of Algorithm 2 for every expanded node, we have observed better results for most runs, but slower runtimes for the most difficult instances. An alternative would be to try c goal with some small probability.
Notice that we treat all dimensions in configuration space equally. In reality, a move of 1 radian at the hip joint swings the entire leg around, while the same magnitude rotation at the wheel joint leaves most of the leg in place. Therefore, we should individually scale each dimension of configuration space to reflect these differences. This scaling would be used for measuring configuration space distance, and would also push CF G towards 'small' moves, since the algorithm minimizes this distance.
Our results suggest that combining our algorithms into a hybrid approach would yield better results than any individual approach. For example, the data here suggests we should simply try SM P L before another algorithm in case it finds an answer. Even better would be to give each approach a small amount of time (5 seconds, perhaps), and use the best result.
In this work, we assume the chassis is already in an appropriate position for the step. In practice, a chassis shift might be necessary to perform a step, either to redistribute weight, or to raise (or lower) the chassis in order for the leg to reach the goal. We could expand any of our approaches to include search over possible chassis positions.
Ideally, we should also include consideration of dynamics and related safety concerns directly into search. Such considerations will be especially important when ATHLETE is carrying heavy cargo.
Finally, some very interesting work remains to be done on the subject of "natural-looking" steps. This is a challenging problem largely because it is difficult to establish and objective measure of the visual appeal of a given motion. While it has been suggested that minimal-energy paths might look more natural, we have yet to explore this through experiments. The argument for energy minimization is bioinspired, but given the mechanical differences between its limbs and those of living organisms, the question of how closely a robot like ATHLETE can mimic natural behaviors remains unanswered.
Conclusion
We have outlined four different algorithms for taking a step with ATHLETE. Three approaches, SM P L, SBL, and CF G, search in configuration space while T SK searches in task space. We tried each algorithm on a total of 958 problem instances spread across 4 types of terrain, and then considered the advantages and disadvantages of each.
As expected SM P L is extremely fast, but untenable due to its high failure rate. SBL also runs quickly, but produces a wide range of path lengths in both configuration and task spaces; these variances are only partially muted by the post-SBL smoothing.
CF G produces short paths in configuration space, but suffers from the high dimensionality of its search space; the fine-grained version can run for minutes on difficult instances, while the faster version is too coarse to get good results.
T SK results are most consistent; the finer grained version is the only approach other than SBL to solve all instances, runtimes are comparable to SBL, and configuration space distances are only slightly worse than other methods. T SK consistently get the shortest task space distance, arguably the most important metric.
The motivation of this work was to explore alternative to SBL because operators are uncomfortable with the randomness, and occasional bad results, of that approach. CF G has already been well recieved by operators, despite its drawbacks. Due to our experimental results, we suspect that T SK will becomed the approach of choice.
